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1 Introduction

Fuel savings can be achieved in troll and long line vessels by installing a hybrid drive system. A hybrid
drive has two independent power sources that can turn the propeller shaft, allowing the main engine to be
powered off under light load conditions. Further savings can be achieved on freezer vessels that often run
two engines simultaneously. Additional maintenance cost savings may be achieved by reducing engine hours,
particularly on the main.

Quantifying the fuel savings is the critical next step in designing a hybrid fuel system. The Fishing Vessel
Energy Efficiency Project (FVEEP) has collected enough data over the last three years to profile the power
demand on freeze-troll vessels. The load profile can be used to estimate total annual fuel consumption with
various power system designs. Capital cost estimates can then be developed for the designs that offer the
most fuel savings to determine whether the fuel savings warrant the investment.

2 Load profile

2.1 Example fishing day

Troll and long line vessels are good candidates for a hybrid drive because the propulsion engine is operated
at less than 20% load for a large fraction of the operating hours. Figure 1 illustrates a fishing day that
exemplifies that characteristic. Data were recorded on a troll vessel in the summer of 2013. The freezer load
from an electric system was used to produce the figure.
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Figure 1: Vessel loads throughout a fishing day

The loads shown in Figure 1 are typical of a troll vessel: the freezer system runs 24 hours per day; there
is a short transit period at the beginning and end of each day; and the total load stabilizes between 20 and
30 kW throughout the fishing period. Loads below 20 and 30 kW are highlighted in Figure 1 because the
auxiliary power system capacity is expected to be within that range. An ice-troll vessel would have a similar
load profile, with the freezer system load subtracted from the total.

2.2 Refrigeration load

Measurements recorded for FVEEP have shown that there is a significant difference in power demand between
vessels with hydraulic freezers and vessels with electric freezers. The load distribution recorded over several
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weeks on two similar troll vessels with the same compressor models is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Freezer system power demand distributions

Electric freezer systems tend to be more fuel efficient than hydraulically driven freezer systems as a result
of the difference in power demand shown in Figure 2.

2.3 Total load

Decreasing the total load while fishing is valuable because it allows for a hybrid system design with a smaller
auxiliary power generator. Figure 3 shows the distribution of total load while in transit or fishing on a
hydraulic and electric freeze vessel over a two month period. Both vessels show two peaks in the distribution:
a high power peak associated with transit, and a low power peak associated with fishing. For the electric
freeze vessel, the total load was less than 20 kW and 30 kW 42% and 80% of the time, respectively. On the
hydraulic freeze vessel the total load was less than 20 and 30 kW 11% and 43% of the time.
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Figure 3: Distribution of total load during a season
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3 Fuel savings

Fuel savings have been estimated for several different types of vessels, as outlined below.

1. Ice troll 47 foot vessel with no refrigeration system

(a) Base case single engine vessel with main engine powering all propulsion, deck hydraulic and
AC/DC electric needs.

(b) Battery powered hybrid propulsion Main engine powers a DC generator to charge batteries in
addition to all propulsion, deck hydraulic and AC/DC electric needs. Lithium ion batteries power
an electric propulsion motor when the main engine is off, a hydraulic power pack, and provide
AC/DC hotel needs. Batteries provide power for approximately two hours of hybrid operation
and then require one hour to recharge.

2. Freeze troll 47 foot vessel with blast freeze system (no auxiliary generator)

(a) Electric blast freezer Main engine powers DC generator to power refrigeration system in addi-
tion to all propulsion, deck hydraulic and AC/DC electric needs. Main operates 24 hrs/day

(b) Hydraulic blast freezer Main engine powers a pressure compensating hydraulic pump to power
refrigeration system in addition to all propulsion, deck hydraulic and AC/DC electric needs. Main
engine operates 24 hrs/day.

(c) Electric blast freezer with battery powered hybrid propulsion Main engine powers a
DC generator to power refrigeration system and charge the main battery bank in addition to all
propulsion, deck hydraulic and AC/DC electric needs. Lithium ion batteries power an electric
propulsion motor when the main engine is off, a hydraulic power pack, and provide AC/DC hotel
needs. Batteries provide power for approximately one hour of hybrid operation and then require
one hour to recharge.

3. Freeze troll with auxiliary generator 47 foot vessel with blast freeze system and auxiliary generator

(a) Auxiliary powered electric refrigeration Main engine powers all propulsion, deck hydraulic
and AC/DC electric needs while the auxiliary generator powers the refrigeration system and runs
24 hours per day. Auxiliary and main engines run simultaneously while under way.

(b) Hydraulic refrigeration with dual power source Main engine provides propulsion, deck
hydraulic, AC/DC electric loads and refrigeration during the day. Auxiliary generator provides
hotel AC and refrigeration hydraulic power at night. One engine operates at a time.

(c) Hybrid propulsion with motor generator and electric freezer Auxiliary generator powers
electric propulsion motor when in fishing mode in addition to electric rerigeration system, deck
hydraulic, and AC/DC loads. Main engine is used for peak load and transit to and from fishing
grounds. The propulsion motor acts as an AC generator when powered by the main and supplies
electric loads. This configuration provides redundant refrigeration and propulsion. One engine
operates at a time.

(d) Hybrid propulsion with battery storage and electric freezer Generator powers propulsion
motor while in fishing mode in addition to refrigeration , deck hydraulic, AC/DC loads and main
battery bank charging. Main engine is used to meet peak loads and for transit to and from fishing
grounds. An AC generator connected to the main supplies electric loads when the main engine is
engaged. This configuration provides redundant refrigeration an propulsion. One engine operates
at a time. Batteries provide power for approximately one hour of hybrid operation and then
require one hour to recharge.

The battery storage systems assessed here range from 10-20 kWh: enough storage to operate in fishing
mode with the main engine off for about one hour. Battery systems large enough to provide power for a full
fishing day are not considered because capital costs are prohibitive. New battery storage costs approximately
$1,000/kWh. At a load of 20 kW, a 14 hour fishing day would require 280 kWh of storage and an investment
of approximately $280,000. The low storage capacity systems modeled here require the main engine to cycle
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on and off throughout the day to charge the batteries. Despite the need to run the main engine, a low
capacity battery system does save fuel because it allows the main engine to operate more efficiently at a
higher load.

Estimated savings are listed in Table 1. Savings were calculated for a vessel that operated for 100 days
with load profile similar to the example shown in Figure 1.

Scenario Scenario summary Fuel (gal/yr) Auxiliary hours Main hours

30 kW generator and/or 20 kWh battery bank

1a Ice, base case 3100 - 1390

1b Ice, battery hybrid 2400 - 660

2a Freeze, electric, base case 5000 - 2400

2b Freeze, hydraulic, base case 7400 - 2400

2c Freeze, electric, battery hybrid 4000 - 1110

3a Freeze, electric, auxiliary, base case 4600 2400 1390

3b Freeze, hydraulic, auxiliary, base case 6100 1010 1390

3c Freeze, electric, auxiliary, hybrid 2900 2260 140

3d Freeze, electric, auxiliary, battery hybrid 2600 1390 140

20 kW generator and/or 10 kWh battery bank

1a Ice, base case 3100 - 1390

1b Ice, battery hybrid 3000 - 1250

2a Freeze, electric, base case 5000 - 2400

2b Freeze, hydraulic, base case 7400 - 2400

2c Freeze, electric, battery hybrid 4500 - 1770

3a Freeze, electric, auxiliary, base case 4600 2400 1390

3b Freeze, hydraulic, auxiliary, base case 6100 1010 1390

3c Freeze, electric, auxiliary, hybrid 3000 2190 210

3d Freeze, electric, auxiliary, battery hybrid 3000 1420 360

Table 1: Estimated fuel consumption and engine hours for 100 days of fishing

4 Conclusion

Retrofitting a vessel with an advanced power system will likely save one to three thousand gallons of fuel
per year, depending on the type of power system installed and the design of the original system. The cost,
risk, and time required to implement each proposed propulsion system will need to be assessed separately
to determine whether the fuel savings warrant investing in one of these new systems.
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